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Our many years of expertise as manufacturers and
suppliers to contractors, industry, sports clubs and the

general public of professional surface cleaning solutions
ensure that we are well placed to provide the highest level

of support to all of our customers.
Our product range has been developed by an in-house
chemical analysis department in response to customer
requirements and so we understand that everyone has
specific issues to address and we can often adapt our

products to suit your needs.
All of our solutions are cost-effective, so ensuring that
your work is made easier and will last to save you time

and money.
Browse our website for a summary of our products and

services and feel free to give us a call or send an email for
further information or advice.

“The One The Professionals Use”

Moss, Algae, Lichen, Mould Killers
� Kill and prevent growth on all hard surfaces
� Feed and remove weeds and moss on lawns
� Clean decking and eliminate slipping hazards

Water Repellents and Sealers
� Prevent re-growth of weeds, moss and algae
� Protect and extend the life of surfaces
� Stop water ingress and dilapidation

Specialist Surface Cleaners
� Salt blooming and environmental damage
� Kitchen, stove and oven cleaners
� General use detergents and descalers
� Mould and black spot from interior surfaces

Weed Killers and Lawn Treatment
� Weed and moss-killing simultaneously
� Suitable on hard surfaces and lawns
� Residual treatment to prevent re-growth

Spraying Equipment and Safety Clothing
� Gloves, glasses, masks and more
� Sample packs for contractors and customers

Full Technical Support
� Free of charge advice by phone or email
� Assistance in creating job-specific products
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Baticlean CR - kills moss and algae systemically for long
lasting effect and covers a large area. Can be used on
delicate interior and exterior surfaces.
This concentrate (30m2 coverage per
litre diluted) kills and inhibits the
growth of moss, algae and mould. Non-
staining and safe on all surfaces such as
wood, thatch, paint, artificial grass and
interior walls.  No rinsing required.

Batiface and Batifort - act rapidly on contact
Acting on contact, our rapid killers are strong enough to
effectively kill heavy and difficult growth as well as black spot
and lichen. Can be used on hard surfaces such as patios, paths,
driveways and roofs. Apply by spray (up to 12m2 per litre) and
rinse, preferably by pressure washer, for a stain-free finish.

Kill and Prevent Moss, Algae, Lichen,
Mould, Black Spot on Hard Surfaces

A fast acting glyphosate herbicide for the
systemic control of annual and perennial
grasses and weeds that can be used
pre-sowing of crops as well as on all hard
surfaces.  5 litres covers a hectare or
10,000m2 diluted.

Katana- prevents re-growth of weeds for up to 9 months
Non-selective herbicide granules can be added to glyphosate
weedkillers for simultaneous spraying.
As well as killing weeds, it will also
prevent re-growth so should be used on
areas not intended for vegetation. Ideal
around playing areas and kerb sides.
50 grams covers 3,500m2 diluted.

Renovator Pro - Feed, weed and kill moss in lawns
Triple action granules tackle difficult
situations.  25kg covers over 700m2.

Spraying and Safety Equipment

Vitax- Triple blend herbicide in a ready-to-use spray.
Kill the weeds that others leave behind without damaging
the lawn in a spot treatment spray.

Pest Control
We offer a variety of pest control 
solutions such as powder for insects, 
wasps and flies, plum tree, chafer beetle 
and wasp traps.

Specialist Areas

SP Strip - oil and stains from bricks and concrete 
Removes oil stains, dirt, staining and salt blooming from 
brickwork and concrete, ideal for driveways and forecourts.

A Clean - disinfectant and general cleaner of greening 
Ideal on many surfaces, each litre covers 250m2.

Weed Killers and Lawn Treatment
Clinic Up- strong and treats leaf to root

As manufacturers and suppliers of specialist
solutions, we have a full range of options for most
problems. Please contact us for further information.

Hydrosil - water repellent sealer for durable protection
Sealing water from the treated surface,
this water repellent will ensure that
growth is inhibited for longer, protects
surfaces and prevents environmental
damage and salt blooming.

Prodeck - clear moss, algae
and greening from timber and
decking
For clearing growth and greening
from wood decking and the
health hazard of slipping, each
litre covers up to 40m2.

SP Claire - renovate timber
and decking to new
Brightens and cleans timber and
decking to bring it back to its
natural state.

We offer a full range of application equipment such as
sprayers, extensions, nozzles, brushes, spares and
safety clothing.

Knapsack Sprayers
Ideal for professionals or amateurs with the ability to be worn on
the back so leaving both hands free during use, our range varies
from 12 to 20 litre capacity with different degrees of quality
fittings depending on intended use.

Electric Sprayers
We offer both small and large capacity
rechargeable sprayers that can be used
without any manual action and come with a
recharger.

Extensions and Nozzles
Various telescopic extension
lances  (1 to 5.4m) and multiple
nozzles to fit on our sprayers
ensure that you
can reach the
most difficult of
areas.

Safety Clothing
We also offer safety clothing such as goggles, gloves and breathing
masks to ensure that your workforce is completely protected in
the harshest of environments

www.mosskillers.co.uk

Compression Sprayers
A range of equipment for spraying all types of solution ranging
between 1 and 8 litre capacity, so ideal for use on smaller areas
or where weight or cost is an issue.


